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Disclaimer

Reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the information presented in this book is 

accurate. However, the reader should understand that the information provided does not 

constitute legal, medical or professional advice of any kind. No Liability: this product is supplied 

“as is” and without warranties. All warranties, express or implied, are hereby disclaimed. Use of 

this product constitutes acceptance of the “No Liability” policy. If you do not agree with this 

policy, you are not permitted to use or distribute this product. Neither the author, the publisher 

nor the distributor of this material shall be liable for any losses or damages whatsoever 

(including, without limitation, consequential loss or damage) directly or indirectly arising from 

the use of this product. Use at your own risk.
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Managing Buyer Feedback

Having excellent customer and buyer feedback rating is important to being successful as an 
Amazon seller. Customers will review the feedback ratings on sellers when they are thinking of 
making a purchase. Negative feedback should be dealt with quickly by determining the cause of 
the problem and resolving it.

Feedback manager

The feedback manager contains two tables.  One is the feedback rating which shows your 
feedback for the past 12 months. 

The other is View current feedback that displays your actual feedback and ratings from buyers.

The View current feedback will show the buyers responses to three questions about your 
service: Arrived on Time, Item as described and Customer service. Yes means the buyer was 
satisfied. No means they were not satisfied.

The feedback manager can be accessed from your seller manage orders page. Click on the 
Performance tab and then the feedback button. 

Buyers have 90 days to leave feedback and 60 days to remove it.

Negative feedback

There are several ways to deal with negative or neutral feedback.

Let it go. Take it as a lesson learned. It’s the perfect opportunity to learn from and improve your 
business practices. Fix any underlying problems that can be fixed and then let it go. 

Contact the buyer. Ask them to remove the feedback. Work with your buyer to improve the 
problem that caused them to give you a negative feedback. Once that is resolved, ask them 
politely to remove the feedback.  

To contact the buyer, on your manage customer feedback page, scroll to the customer you want 
to contact and hit the respond button. Fill out the form and hit Send e-mail.
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Leave a response. Sometimes you cannot work out the problem with the buyer and have them 
remove the feedback. In this case, the best option could be to simply leave a professional, but 
positive comment in the response area. Then just move on. 

To leave a response, go to your Seller Account and click on the "Manage your Ratings and 
Feedback" button under the Reports heading. Scroll down to the feedback you want to respond 
to and click the respond button.

 The response can be removed later if you do come to a resolution with the buyer. Leave your 
message in the box and hit submit.

Resolving feedback

Sometimes a buyer will leave negative feedback in the Customer Reviews. When this happens 
you should contact each individual buyer to resolve the problem. Once the problem is resolved 
you can ask them to remove the feedback.  You shouldn’t pressure the buyer though since that 
is a violation of Amazon’s policies.

To contact the buyer, in your Feedback Manager page, scroll down to the View Current 
Feedback and find the comment you want to address. Click on the Resolve button. 

This opens up the Resolving Negative Feedback page. 

Click on the Contact Customer button and choose the subject from the drop-down menu. Type 
your message into the area provided. Click the send email button to send your message.
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Get a Great Feedback Score

The feedback you receive is one of the most important aspects buyers look at when making a 
purchase decision. To stay a competitive seller you need to build up your positive feedback 
score. 

Make sure you follow Amazon’s seller best practices list. 

Follow the Golden Rule when dealing with customers. Provide them with the kind of experience 
you enjoy.

As a new seller, take the time to learn from the more experienced sellers. Read the feedback 
left on other sellers to improve your own customer service practices.

Here are some problems and buyer comments left for Amazon sellers below to see what 
customers feel are poor buying experiences.

• Item doesn't arrive

o Customer says never got their package. 

o Their package never arrived.

o Customer never got the book, but did get billed for it.

• Poor Packaging

o Shipment was sent with POOR packaging. 

• Speed of shipping

o Customer says item shipped later than was expected.

• Canceling an order without reason

o Customer says seller cancelled order but provided no reason.

• Seller is unresponsive

o Seller has not responded to emails. Product below expectations. Customer 
doesn't recommend.

o Customer says book not received and contact with seller was unsuccessful.
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• Seller is aggressive with buyer

o Customer said,”I don't like being pestered for feedback. If I have a problem, you'll 
know about it. If you do something extraordinary, I'll notice. But stop fishing for 
compliments!”

• Item isn't as stated

o While delivery was speedy, the condition of the book was not as advertised. It had 
water stains through it and smelled strongly of smoke.

o Book arrived a few days early, but about 30 pages were torn out.

Providing good customer support and dealing with customer feedback in a professional manner 
can help you be a successful seller in the Amazon marketplace. Deal with negative feedback 
and buyer problems in timely manner.

Amazon Marketing Info Products

Gaz Cooper's Amz Training Academy - The #1 Amazon Training Online Perfect For 
Beginners, Simple Easy Step By Step Training Free Hosting Free Theme 6 Courses 
Full Support And Coaching. Massive Value.

Kindle Money Mastery - Amazon Kindle Program 

Amazon Treasure Chest - Over 3 Million Amazon Keywords Plus Amazon Site Setup 
Tutorials For Amazon Affiliates. This Is The Proven Step By Step System To Build 
Profitable Amazon Affiliate Sites.

Brad Callen's New Ak Elite Ranking Software - Get #1 Amazon Kindle Store 
Rankings For Your Kindle Books. Ak Elite Is The Ultimate Kindle Book Money Maker.
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